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Invaluable for both personal and professional use! (by an Aspie who's also a disability
professional) I can't tell you how much I love this little reserve. I can't recommend it highly plenty
of. I run a vocational rehabilitation training curriculum and department, and a good chunk of my
job includes identifying accommodations for our customers and employees. This publication
brought tears to understand the various confusions he resided with as a kid. I loved most of her
books except for  I start to see the light of realization of just how complex Asperger's can be
dawn and then they all of a sudden have a lot of questions. I'm able to solution them from the
medical perspective as well as the personal, and provide suggestions and alternative methods
to manage situations using this book. I am a late-diagnosed Aspie with a graduate degree and
work as a disability professional. It's an invaluable educational tool, and the photos and text are
adorable aswell. I really like this book I love this book. For both personal and professional make
use of, two thumbs up. Purchase it, talk about it, read it with your grand children too.. . NEVER,
do it again, NEVER buy harsh components such as tough, coarse wool; This reserve helped his
stepfather understand more about why my child acts like he does. This book is certainly for
people of all ages. If this is simply made available atlanta divorce attorneys . I recently came to
the realization that he, in all probability, offers Asperger Syndrome. I bought several books from
which to learn concerning this condition. Great introduction for children this book is well done
and illustrated however it is intended for small kids IMO An instant and fun method to educate I
keep this book in my office with the cover showing (alongside "All Cats Have got Asperger
Syndrome") and folks are usually picking it up and flipping through it. My hubby agrees that
book describes him very well. I am amazed and educated.." -- from they 'get it'. NEVER make a
girl wear her hair down just because you prefer it; (I believe you have to be an ailurophile to fully
appreciate that one." -- John Lennon, 1964 from A Hard Day's Night time [HD]"You can't win
making use of their kind, the neurotypicals. After all, it's THEIR globe, isn't it, fellow Aspies?" --
an AspieI loved Kathy Hoopmann's books for young people featuring protagonists with
Asperger's Syndrome. I keep this book on the shelf and any time I've a supervisor/manager
come in for a disability consult with an Aspie (as well as anyone on the ASD spectrum), I draw it
out and have them to flip through it. The simplicity of the book is excellent. After all, it's HIS
teach, isn't it, mister?One captioned picture that expressed the Aspie Encounter was the among
the pet covered in clothing pins moaning about as to why should Aspies where things that
strangle and scratch just to help to make others happy? I believe the photographs with
accompanying text was smart and funny and even those who don't have Asperger's should
come away with an improved understanding after scanning this book. The best pages were the
one with the eagle and the treatise on eyesight contact (eagle eye - clever!); Those Who Know
'Em I live with a grown-up Aspie, and this is simply the most helpful publication we've
encountered." I also loved the sweet basset hound flapping her ears when she was on overload
and the adorable bulldog puppy dog yammering aside while her individual mama dog waits her
out, with the caption regarding the Aspie inclination to bang on incessantly about unique
interests.) This is the best of her books using photographs of animals to illustrate salient points
about coping with and controlling Asperger's syndrome. That is a valid point. If it is too tough
and scratchy for a grown-up, neurotypical or elsewhere to put on, imagine the sheer hell it really
is for a sensory delicate kid.. dresses with scratchy nets unless there is a protective barrier under
the dress that comes down farther than the scratchy net; I don't possess Aspergers and so I
don't ." -- An Aspie"You can't win with his sort. if her hair makes her skin feel unpleasant, letting
her possess a ponytail won't kill you. Why should she have to suffer for someone else's wishes?
NEVER make a boy put on stiff collars. He'll thank you for sparing him that soreness.If you're a



neurotypical who just doesn't get what the Asperger's Experience is about, you then want this
publication. If you are a Aspie, you still want this publication since it is funny, educational and an
excellent teaching tool for all those neuroypicals who just don't get it. This book is completely
amazing. We are inside our 60s... This book is absolutely amazing. If this was simply made
available in every college library for both teachers and parents, therefore many uncertainties,
queries, misunderstandings will be brought to light. An instant and fun way to educate. Only if
the name Asperger's could are more non threatening to people and invite them to see the many,
many positive aspects of the syndrome, what fantastic advancements could possibly be made
in education and learning.My husband of 56 years of marriage was an Aspie although wasn't
identified as such until in his past due 70's. Along with this goes educating their supervisors
about how to work well and understand their subordinates better. More easily had more thumbs.
:) This book is certainly for people of all ages..Lee Daniels' The Butler [HD]"It's a neurotypical's
world and we're living in it. Beautifully simplistic and completely accurate We got this for our
friends and family to read after seeing it at Barnes and Noble. It really is an extremely simple
look into the idiosyncrasies of individuals with Aspergers. It takes common everyday images
and activities and relates them through how someone with Aspergers experiences them. As
parents of an 8 year older Aspy, it had been hard never to tear up, and it helped us relate a lot
more.Great publication and I recommend it. The Best Reserve for Aspies & the irate buzzard
shown with the caption, "What do you mean, I've BUZZARD BREATH! The format may be geared
for children, but even adults with Asperger syndrome will find this tremendously helpful and
uplifting.. The photos are absolutely fantastic and extremely emotive, more than words alone!
The tiny, fuzzy creature on page 59, with a blurb "I dunno" and, "because we will have a logical
reason for what we do, also if we have no idea how to say it in phrases" is perfection! Even the
author's commitment, at the front of the publication, is delightful, "thank you for giving me the
time and space to write and for not making me earthbound. Five Stars Great deal.All Cats Have
Asperger Syndrome helps me understand my Aspie better (who loves these types of books too).
Enjoy! Love this book Love this publication! It clarifies how an Aspie views the world he lives in. I
have a son with Asperger's.. Picture book. Really informative This was ideal for my son and our
family to read. I don't possess Aspergers therefore i don't know how completely it describes
coping with this unique view of life. This is a children's picture publication with simple short
actual explanations of how sensory kids may feel Great Book This is a great read showing
children how others will vary and inspire empathy!" Also, Hoopman's  This publication gets right
to the stage about how an Aspie thinks. Very simplistic reading for actually wee people and
brings points house lightly and awesomely. I find myself flipping through it every once in awhile
on my own merely to get yourself a smile at the sense that SOMEONE actually *gets* what it's
prefer to be on the autism spectrum. It is great at explaining it on a level where my kids can
understand even more about their brother. The simplicity of the book is excellent. anything stiff
or scratchy or edged with lace. The Aspie Experience "It's a white man's world and we're living in
it. The astute narrative assists partners of Aspies, not only parents, have significantly more
understanding and compassion.All Cats Have got Asperger Syndrome. He also had taken it to
school and it was an excellent device in the classroom. I love it and I recommend it!
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